The House is a collaborative force that creates
unique experiences to change the world.

The House aims to activate women across the world to feel
empowered to speak, to feel like they belong, like they are part of a
chorus.

We achieve this through music, through peer based learning and by creating unforgettably provocative performances that
unapologetically dive headfirst into the issues that are important to young women and girls. The House creates platforms for
female voices to be heard now, and ensures they will be heard in the future.
We do this through:
Education and training,
Access and opportunity,
Experimentation and creativity in constant pursuit of excellence.

Pursuing mastery of skills is a given when the fire is lit; but true excellence can only be achieved when dedicated women have the
opportunity to lead and share their knowledge with the world. It is only through experimentation that we will find something new.

The House is driven to confront the disconnection between women and girls in the cities and women and girls in rural areas. We
seek to eliminate these feelings of separateness through sharing skills and experiences and creating music together to tell an
integrated story of Australian women and girls.

Our arts practice is forever evolving, with each young artist we work with bringing something new to the table and challenging us
to question and prod the status quo. By offering a safe space that has the capacity for total chaos, The House has become a
catalyst for the appearance of new patterns, complex systems, and the unpredictable.

The House is nationally and internationally recognised as a vocally innovative arts company
because we are adventurous, we experiment, collaborate and listen.

Artistic report AGM 2019/20.
Danielle O’Keefe - Artistic Director/CEO
Well 2019/20 has been quite a year. It gives me great pleasure to document all that has been over
the last 12 months. Prior to the world changing we had an incredible journey that deserves to be
recognised and celebrated.

The financial year started again with
Danielle’s yearly trip to the Lila
community in remote NT. It is always
such a great trip, where now we all
know each other and it always does
feel like coming home. There is no wifi,
no phone connection, just a week of
storytelling and sport.
This year we were able to have our first
real song writing session with some of
the older girls who are now confident
enough to really participate. We wrote
songs in language and played with
diﬀerent modes and keys.

It seems like so long ago - but it was less than a
year ago we branched out TOY CHOIR and
created our SPREADING JOY group with the new
TOY CHOIRETTES. We had a whole new bunch
come through the doors and older girls learnt to
teach. We recorded 10 songs in a recording
studio and finally wrote a Christmas song for
Laura Fitzsimmons.
We had 3 concerts and a whole new bunch of
girls writing their own songs and singing at
Yellow Umbrella. We celebrated our the
International Day of the Girl, with an incredibly
successful series of gigs across Sydney.
By our December concerts and flashmobs the
fires had set in and Sydney had started to feel
like a scene in a horror movie. Our final concert
had to be moved at the last minute and having 86
people in Yellow Umbrella on a hot December
night to announce that we had received Annual
Funding from Create NSW was a seriously
fabulous night!

Our Treasurer Laura Fitzsimmons was awarded the Commonwealth Bank community award for
NFP Treasurers.

We did a first opera showing with Andree Greenwell. This has subsequently been commissioned.

We had our first International tour with Howling Girls in Japan. This trip was such a success. I
personally learnt so much from organising this tour. As an organisation we had a huge learning
curve of how we want to be able to tour in the future.
The experience of getting a show up in another language and with incredibly short bump in
periods was a rollercoaster, but our decision of keeping the girls together in a home rather than
hotels made the whole trip feel like a residency. We really did work and play hard on the trip.
Hearing the work and processes of the House be discussed in an international forum was
extraordinary. Now it is with confidence we can organise further International Tours.

We hit 2020 running with a partnership with BrandX and the City of Sydney in ECHO. We had 8
days and 14 girls and women to create a show. With all the fires and heavy hearts in the room, we
decided that maybe what the world needs right now is a little bit of joy. So we found ourselves 14
mini trampolines, wrote music and shared stories.

In collaboration with UTS, Joanna Joy, Claire Harmer and I have been working with 7 girls to
create SALT 360. We were lucky enough to get a couple of sessions in the studio and shooting in
before Sydney shut down. We are looking to reignite this with our new enameler 2021.

Kiri, Harper, Maddy, Serena, Chloe and I hit the road for 2 AKIN workshops in Gunnedah. In
partnerships with Gunnedah Conservatorium and with the incredible help of Amanda Kelly we
were able to work with 60 girls over two days. It was a great trip as this was a first trip for all 3
girls. So seeing the learning and skill development happen from day one to day two really drives
home. This is such a useful workshop from every single person in the room.

At the end of February we welcomed our new GM Laura Connarty-Duncan to the House. It has
been 5 years of hard work and big dreaming that has been able to see us be able to bring Laura
into the gang. As a board this is a huge accomplishment. With being programmed in 2 major
Festivals and being in negotiations with 2 more, the House was really ready to deliver.

Then the world changed.

The House is an organisation that works with bodies in space. We might record things or film
extracts but that comes after a work has been created. I made the call early on to not pivot with
vocal workshops online. I am concerned with vocal health and was not confident in the set up or
technology to be able to ensure vocal health for our girls.
Rather than try and make the old model work we created a lockdown program. Which has meant
even though we are not in the room 2020/21 is still platforming female voices across Australia!

The work we do at The House is only possible because of generous donations shared with us.
Thank you for being such an important part of The House Gang.
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The House is a not for profit female focused arts association governed by a
volunteer Board.
Thank you for the expertise and guidance of:
Chair Megan Heywood
Vice-Chair Natalie Richards
Treasurer - Laura Fitzsimmons
Secretary - Meagan Van Gent
Alyce Fisher
Alyson Standen
Danielle O’Keefe
along with committee members and advisors:
Jayden Selvakumaraswamy, Emily Pincock, Iris Simpson,
Joanna Griffiths, Lucy Clements and Kate Walder.
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